09:47:37 From Victor Interpreter To Everyone:
   Yes thank you
   good morning everyone! Make sure as you’re hopping on that you select your preferred language towards the bottom on the globe icon where it says interpterion
09:58:20 From Andrea Kadlec To Everyone:
   Reacted to "good morning everyon..." with 🤗
09:58:53 From Ramona Hattendorf To Everyone:
   Good Morning from King County
09:58:53 From Tanika A (she/her) To Diana Stadden(Privately):
   This that after Andrea?
09:59:13 From Taylor Crisp To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Good Morning from Ki..." with 🤗
09:59:34 From Cathy Murahashi To Everyone:
   Good Morning!
10:01:22 From Taylor Crisp To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Good Morning!" with 🤗
10:02:31 From Andrea Kadlec To Everyone:
   Good morning!
10:07:11 From Stacy Dym To Everyone:
   I am hopeful that 1676 will become NTIB or a proviso!
10:07:25 From Joe Cunningham To Everyone:
   Reacted to "I am hopeful that 16..." with 🖤
10:07:28 From Taylor Crisp To Everyone:
   Reacted to "I am hopeful that 16..." with 🤗
10:07:36 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:
   NTIB=Necessary to Implement the Budget
10:07:48 From Kristina Brown To Everyone:
   Kristina.Brown@Kinderings.org
10:07:50 From Stacy Dym To Everyone:
   Thanks, Eric :)
10:08:09 From Joe Cunningham To Everyone:
   Thanks for all your work Kristina!
10:08:34 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:
   https://arcofkingcounty.org/advocacy/easy-read-resources-for-self-advocates.html
10:08:41 From Taylor Crisp To Everyone:
   Reacted to "https://arcofkingcou..." with 🖤
10:08:53 From Kristina Brown To Everyone:
   Replying to "Thanks for all your ..."
   Thank you!
10:09:01 From Kristina Brown To Everyone:
   Replying to "Thanks for all your ...
   For your hard work, as well!
10:09:21 From Taylor Crisp To Everyone:
   Thank you Kristina! Glad to have you here on board
10:09:28 From Kristina Brown To Everyone:
   Universal Design = Best Design!
10:09:33 From Kristina Brown To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Thank you Kristina! ..." with 🖤
10:09:39 From Emily Fung (she/her) Open Doors To Everyone:
   Reacted to "https://arcofkingcou..." with 🤗
10:11:19 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
Eric, I empathize. My daughter has PTSD from restraint and isolation. As a para, I saw so many situations of restraint and isolation that should not have happened. I told my students" I will do whatever it takes to keep you from being put in the safety room." I have secondary trauma from these experiences.

10:11:38 From Ramona Hattendorf To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Eric, I empathize. M..." with ❤

10:12:31 From Taylor Crisp To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Eric, I empathize. M..." with ❤

10:12:43 From Tanika A (she/her) To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Eric, I empathize. M..." with ❤

10:13:48 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Universal Design = B..." with ❤

10:13:49 From Stacy Dym To Everyone:
   Thank you for sharing this painful experience Eric. So heartbreaking to hear.

10:13:56 From Kristina Brown To Everyone:
   Replying to "Thank you for sharin..."
   Second this!

10:14:12 From Tanika A (she/her) To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Thank you for sharin..." with ❤

10:14:18 From Taylor Crisp To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Thank you for sharin..." with ❤

10:14:26 From Shawn Latham To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Thank you for sharin..." with ❤

10:14:53 From Ramona Hattendorf To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Thank you for sharin..." with ❤

10:15:20 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
   I never liked them just found out on ancestry that my great great great great grandmother Mary freell(maxwell) passed in 1902 early in the morning of a Elispody episode.. in a asylum in Indiana.. that really upsets me and Eric I don’t think you or anyone should be in a segregation area or isolated... Thank you Eric for sharing

10:15:30 From Joe Cunningham To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Thank you!" with ❤

10:15:52 From Taylor Crisp To Everyone:
   Reacted to "I never liked them j..." with ❤

10:16:28 From Diana Stadden To Everyone:
   ❤️問い合わせる

10:16:41 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
   UDL, trauma-informed education practices, sensory supports for everyone! (Including staff)

10:16:57 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
   No it’s not and I agree

10:16:57 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Thank you for sharin..." with ❤

10:18:34 From Courtney Thom To Everyone:
   I agree to

10:18:39 From Emily Fung (she/her) Open Doors To Everyone:
   Beautifully said and moving. Thank you so much for allowing us to hear this Eric.

10:18:44 From Ramona Hattendorf To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Beautifully said and..." with ❤

10:18:47 From Eric Matthes He/Him To Everyone:
   Removed a ❤️ reaction from "Beautifully said and..."

10:18:52 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
   Yes Eric I agree this needs to STOP!!

10:18:56 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Beautifully said and..." with ❤️
10:19:02 From Eric Matthes He/Him To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Beautifully said and..." with 💖
10:19:02 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
   Reacted to "I never liked them j..." with 💖
10:19:04 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
   Removed a 💖 reaction from "I never liked them j..."
10:19:04 From Eric Matthes He/Him To Everyone:
   Removed a 💖 reaction from "Beautifully said and..."
10:19:05 From Eric Matthes He/Him To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Beautifully said and..." with 💖
10:20:00 From Eric Matthes He/Him To Everyone:
   Removed a 💖 reaction from "Beautifully said and..."
10:20:13 From Julia K Anderson To Everyone:
   So important to hear!
10:20:18 From Julia K Anderson To Everyone:
   And now act on!
10:20:22 From Kristina Brown To Everyone:
   Reacted to "And now act on!" with 💖
10:21:11 From Joe Cunningham To Everyone:
   Thank you Eric for sharing your story.
10:21:40 From David Lord To Everyone:
   Thank you for fighting to stop these practices. I've heard the school district administrators testify and they say, "we don't have alternatives to isolation and restraint". Can you give an example or two of what the other options are?
10:22:05 From Courtney Thom To Everyone:
   great job Eric Warwick
10:22:28 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
   "Behavior is communication"
10:22:39 From Shawn Latham To Everyone:
   Thank you for sharing your story Eric it’s hard to hear the trauma you went through. We need to do better as a State
10:22:45 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
   Reacted to "And now act on!" with 🥰
10:22:52 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Thank you Eric for s..." with 💖
10:23:20 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
   I remember my bus driver on my way to school when a boy on my bus was having issues was threatened to be restrained and tied up I defended him saying he’s autistic
10:23:40 From Stacy Dym To Everyone:
   This is one of the MOST critical issues we have to resolve. Children should feel safe at school. Its abhorrent.
10:26:04 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
   Replying to "Thank you for fighti..."
   More and improved staff training: de–escalation skills, trauma-informed educational practices, universally designed instruction and disability awareness training for a start. (This is something Spokane Public Schools has done.)
10:26:18 From Tanika Aden (she/her) To Everyone:
   Thank you all for sharing your stories 💖
10:26:21 From Taylor Crisp To Everyone:
   Reacted to "More and improved st..." with 👍
10:26:36 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
   Agree Stacy, it needs to end never liked seeing kids in school or the bus with IDD to be segregated or isolated from other people especially when they get can't help it...
10:26:44 From Taylor Crisp To Everyone:
   Replying to "Thank you for fighti..."
I wonder what the more rural districts are doing

10:26:57 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
  Reacted to "Behavior is communi..." with 🖑

10:27:14 From Tanika Aden (she/her) To Everyone:
  Reacted to "More and improved st..." with 🖑

10:27:28 From Tanika Aden (she/her) To Everyone:
  Reacted to "Thank you for fighti..." with 🖑

10:27:47 From Diana Stadden To Tanika Aden (she/her)(Privately):
can you ask her to wrap up

10:28:16 From Ramona Hattendorf To Everyone:
  Replying to "Thank you for fighti..."
  You can find some resources here: https://endseclusion.org/about/

10:28:17 From Emily Fung (she/her) Open Doors To Everyone:
  Reacted to "Thank you all for sh..." with 🖑

10:28:23 From Taylor Crisp To Everyone:
  Reacted to "You can find some re..." with 🖑

10:28:29 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
  Reacted to "Agree Stacy, it nee..." with 🖑

10:28:36 From Tania May To Everyone:
  Something that was so important for me as an educator was to learn the skills to understand my own role, as an adult, as a teacher, in impacting behavior in the classroom. reflecting and debriefing helped me see what i could do differently to support students and create a welcome learning environment

10:28:47 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
  Reacted to "Something that was s..." with 🖑

10:28:57 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
  Replying to "Thank you for fighti..."
  Lol yes the administration does like having people who understand the disability world to talk those who are in a situation of any kind

10:29:03 From Julia K Anderson To Everyone:
  I am also interested in hearing what the options are

10:29:12 From Julia K Anderson To Everyone:
  as asked by someone else earlier

10:29:15 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
  Reacted to "Agree Stacy, it nee..." with 🖑

10:29:16 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
  Removed a 🖑 reaction from "Agree Stacy, it nee..."

10:29:52 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:

10:29:58 From Taylor Crisp To Everyone:
  Reacted to "http://www.laurahers..." with 🖑

10:30:03 From Andrea Kadlec To Everyone:
  Reacted to "http://www.laurahers..." with 🖑

10:30:08 From Tanika Aden (she/her) To Everyone:
  Reacted to "http://www.laurahers..." with 🖑

10:30:13 From Megan Juneau To Everyone:
  Reacted to "http://www.laurahers..." with 🖑

10:30:23 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
  Replying to "http://www.laurahers..."
  I agree bet it is good

10:31:01 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
Addressing the question of strategies to avoid restraint & isolation: here are some of the things that Spokane Public Schools has done: More and improved staff training: de-escalation skills, trauma-informed educational practices, universally designed instruction and disability awareness training.

10:31:21 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
Reacted to "Addressing the quest..." with ❤️

10:31:29 From Sarah Butcher To Everyone:
There are multiple different options school districts can use. There are a number of resources shared in the recently released OSPI Crisis response workgroup report: https://www.k12.wa.us/sites/default/files/public/studentsupport/pubdocs/01-23-Crisis-Response-Workgroup-Legislative-Report.pdf

10:31:44 From Diana Stadden To Everyone:
I used to train educators about sensory issues that teachers wrote off as bad behavior when it was actually overstimulated classroom, teacher wearing perfume, crowded wall spaces in front of the child. It's important to check the environment for causes for behaviors.

10:33:01 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:
Thank you everyone for the support. Just wanted to make sure this easy read resource on HB 1479 wasn't lost. I believe it is also linked on the advocacy day page. https://arcofkingcounty.org/advocacy/easy-read-resources-for-self-advocates.html

10:33:01 From Ramona Hattendorf To Everyone:
If you are looking for alternatives, you might be interested in a presentation a coalition of groups cohosted with the Seattle Special Education PTSA as lead. Pave posted this summary (and links to the event recording): https://wapave.org/children-do-well-if-they-can-a-behavioral-strategy-from-ross-greene/

10:33:06 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
Spokane also has a strong union that represents certificated teachers and classified staff so we can work together on issues of concern in our schools such as restraint and isolation.

10:33:15 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
Reacted to "If you are looking f..." with ❤️

10:33:16 From Taylor Crisp To Everyone:
Bravo Eric 😊😊😊 Thank you for using your lived experience to help others and prevent this practice from continuing. I can tell already you made a huge difference. This community is better with you in it.

10:33:29 From Tanika Aden (she/her) To Everyone:
Reacted to " Bravo Eric 😊😊😊..." with ❤️

10:33:39 From Tania May To Everyone:
Professional development topics discussed by the workgroup and as part of HB 1479 have included:
• Importance of establishing and maintaining rapport with students
• De-escalation strategies and their importance
• Where to start with severed relationships
• Value in expectations and consistency with students
• Data tracking and how to begin
• Reintegration plans
• Unintended consequences of isolation and restraint
• What is a power struggle and how to prevent them
• Identifying high need students
• More than PBIS, using a whole student approach

10:34:22 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:
Reacted to "Beautifully said and..." with ❤️

10:34:27 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:
Reacted to "I never liked them j..." with ❤️

10:34:32 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:
Reacted to "Thank you for sharin..." with ❤️
10:34:38 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:
    Reacted to "Eric, I empathize. M..." with ❤
10:34:45 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:
    Reacted to "Universal Design = B..." with ❤
10:34:51 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
    I really think Eric’s experience was a movable foundation to change the way things are!!
10:35:06 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
    Reacted to "Professional develop..." with ❤
10:35:41 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:
    Replying to "Eric, I empathize. M..."
    Thank you for sharing. We need your voice in this. The impact of restraint and isolation on educators is immense and it should not happen.
10:36:27 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:
    Reacted to "Something that was s..." with ❤
10:36:34 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:
    Reacted to "You can find some re..." with ❤
10:37:39 From Stacy Dym To Everyone:
    1479 passed the House last night
    https://app.leg.wa.gov/billsummary?BillNumber=1479&Year=2023&Initiative=false with a lot of contention
10:37:50 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
    Reacted to "1479 passed the Hous..." with 🍒
10:38:01 From Stacy Dym To Everyone:
    This bill will need vigilant monitoring in the Senate.
10:38:23 From Taylor Crisp To Everyone:
    Reacted to "1479 passed the Hous..." with ❤
10:38:30 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:
    Replying to "Thank you for fighting..."
    The first and best alternative is not escalating students in the first place. Changing the environment, relaxing about routine disciplinary issues, and building a safe, supportive environment. Another great alternative is building trusting relationships with students. That’s the crux of most training like CPI or Ukeru.
10:38:32 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
    That’s great Stacy and Eric I like the poem
10:38:39 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:
    Reacted to "Addressing the quest..." with ❤
10:38:52 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:
    Reacted to "1479 passed the Hous..." with ❤
10:38:52 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:
    Reacted to "1479 passed the Hous..." with 🍒
10:38:57 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:
    Reacted to "That’s great Stacy a..." with ❤
10:39:43 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:
10:40:04 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
    Reacted to "The first and best a..." with 🍒
10:40:44 From Sarah Butcher To Everyone:
    @Stacy. Yes it will. Much work left to do. Honestly how some legislators talk about and perceive students with disabilities highlights a larger issue that we all cannot ignore. Language that others and dehumanizes causes harm and impacts every policy issue we want to move forward.
10:41:06 From Julia K Anderson To Everyone:
    what are the next steps for the bill?
10:41:10 From Diana Stadden To Everyone:
All of these resources will be shared with today's recording at https://arcwa.org/advocacy/2023advocacydays/

10:42:44 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
"Isolation" is what lead to IDEA in the first place. Students with disabilities were "isolated" from their peers in separate schools/programs/classrooms. 50+ years later, it is still happening.

10:43:03 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
I really do like the idea of this bill so future generations of children can have a good experience without parents having to fear for there kids.

10:44:27 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
Reacted to "I really do like the..." with ❤️

10:44:33 From Michelle O'Dell To Everyone:
Replying to "Thank you for fighting..."
@Taylor ~ I live in rural and our school district does not appear to have any focus on Restraint/Isolation. They copy a generic policy on R & I from the WSSDA web page. Ironically, they are voting on a policy tonight that is dated Dec. 2021. Last time they reviewed the policy was March 2016. I plan to attend this meeting and cover much of what is being shared here. My son was restrained 3 times at this small district of 600 kids. Training needs to happen!

10:45:26 From Beverly Porter (she,hers) To Everyone:
Use of restraint and isolation also teach other students that this is the way to handle behavior, that those students deserve to be treated that way, further stigmatizing students of color and students with disabilities.

10:45:50 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
I agree I am one of them and my parents had no other resources for helping me out likewise I see other people or hear they went thru it all.

10:46:26 From Taylor Crisp To Everyone:
As a mom all i can say if they restrain my child they will have to restrain me.

10:46:37 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:
Reacted to "As a mom all i can s..." with 🙃

10:46:59 From Tania Aden (she/her) To Everyone:
Replying to "As a mom all i can s..."
Facts 🙃

10:47:31 From Terri Hansen To Everyone:
I experienced segregation with me at school.

10:47:34 From Tania May To Everyone:
Anyone can file a community complaint if they suspect a special education rule has been violated:

10:47:55 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:
A community compliant helped push Spokane Public Schools into the right direction.

10:48:04 From Taylor Crisp To Everyone:
Reacted to "A community compliant..." with 😊

10:48:17 From Beverly Porter (she,hers) To Everyone:
semantics!

10:49:00 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
Reacted to "A community compliant..." with 🙄

10:49:25 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
Replying to "As a mom all i can s..."
Taylor true if any of my nephews or nieces got restrained I would have a say and well be working to make sure they don't do that to my nephews or nieces or other kids at all.

10:49:36 From Stephanie Sherman To Everyone:
WIN usually relates to needs for things like reading levels and such. Meeting academic level needs, I believe.

10:49:40 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
Reacted to "A community compliant..." with 😊

10:49:46 From Diana Stadden To Taylor Crisp(Privately):
We need to move on, even though this is a great conversation.

10:50:21 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:
The WIN room sounds like a rebranded in school suspension to me. SPS had issues with the misuse of rooms like this when I worked there.

10:50:25 From David Lord To Everyone:
  Great report and first-rate legislative advocacy. Thank you Andrea!

10:50:34 From Andrea Kadlec To Everyone:
  Reacted to "Great report and fir..." with 🎉

10:50:39 From Stephanie Sherman To Everyone:
  Reacted to "The WIN room sounds ..." with 😊

10:50:54 From Taylor Crisp To Everyone:
  Thank you Andrea!

10:51:09 From Andrea Kadlec To Everyone:
  Reacted to "The WIN room sounds ..." with 👍

10:51:15 From Joe Cunningham To Everyone:
  Thank you Andrea for all your extraordinary work!

10:51:19 From Stephanie Sherman To Everyone:
  Reacted to "The WIN room sounds ..."

10:51:36 From Stacy Dym To Everyone:
  Andrea - thank you so much!!!!

10:51:44 From Taylor Crisp To Diana Stadden(Privately):
  Reacted to "We need to move on, ..." with 👍

10:52:34 From Taylor Crisp To Everyone:
  Reacted to "The WIN room sounds ..." with 😐

10:52:57 From Taylor Crisp To Everyone:
  Reacted to "Other districts and ..." with 👍

10:54:03 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
  Reacted to "The WIN room sounds ..."
  Off topic maybe, but is DDA every going to change the autism IQ requirement? Our autistic students need program like this school to work program. (Housing too.)

10:55:25 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
  Reacted to "IQ change at DDA tak..." with 🍒

10:56:33 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
  Reacted to "Great maybe, but..." with 👍

10:56:34 From Diana Stadden To Everyone:
  Reacted to "Great report and fir..." with ❤️

10:56:34 From Diana Stadden To Everyone:
  IQ change at DDA takes effect in 2025

10:57:01 From Taylor Crisp To Everyone:
  Reacting to "Off topic maybe, but..."
  They did pass House Bill 2008 last year, i know it may take time for DDA to update their system but not entirely sure i just remember testifying on it before it passed

10:57:09 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:
  Reacted to "IQ change at DDA tak..." with 👍

10:57:12 From Taylor Crisp To Everyone:
  Reacted to "IQ change at DDA tak..." with 👍
10:57:12 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:
   Reacted to "IQ change at DDA tak..." with 🔴
10:57:15 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:
   Removed a 🍊 reaction from "IQ change at DDA tak..."
10:57:23 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:
   Reacted to "They did pass House ..." with 🍊
10:58:06 From Taylor Crisp To Everyone:
   Reacted to "https://app.leg.wa.g..." with 🍊
10:58:07 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
   Mm, amazing I like it with that bill
10:59:04 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
   Reacted to "https://app.leg.wa.g..." with 🍊
11:00:13 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Mm, amazing I like i..." with 🍊
11:00:28 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
   Kind of shows that our community is capable with motivation and empowerment with accountability and support
11:02:18 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Kind of shows that o..." with 💙
11:02:28 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Professional develop..." with 🍊
11:03:09 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
   I agree most definitely
11:03:50 From Heather Evans To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Kind of shows that o..." with 🍊
11:04:30 From Cathy Murahashi To Everyone:
   You can participate in S2W and homeschool if you have one services on and IEP with a district
11:04:52 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Mm, amazing I like i..." with 🍊
11:04:53 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
   Removed a 🍊 reaction from "Mm, amazing I like i..."
11:05:48 From Taylor Crisp To Everyone:
   Reacted to "You can participate ..." with 🍊
11:05:56 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:
   Reacted to "You can participate ..." with 🍊
11:06:35 From Stacy Dym To Everyone:
   Yes, key is not to unenroll - don't give up on rights when crafting a plan that meets students needs - if nothing else, to get S2W if possible in your community prior to graduation - but for many other reasons. Families who are "dropping out" their child with disability because not getting needs met need a little counseling on what it means for DDA services - OEO is a good resource or call me :)  
11:06:41 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Yes, key is not to u..." with 🍊
11:07:02 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Yes, key is not to u..." with 🍊
11:07:51 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
   Stacey, yes! Do not give up those rights! Also, families need a lot more training in IDEA and ADA educational rights. "They don't know what they don't know".
11:08:00 From Melia Hughes To Everyone:
   Replying to "Yes, key is not to u..."
   Stacy, I might just do that. I am worried about one family in particular.
11:08:06 From Stacy Dym To Everyone:
   We welcome you heartily, Tania! Such a wonderful OSPI leader.
11:08:14 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
   Reacted to "We welcome you heart..." with ❤
11:08:55 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:
   I dropped out of high school as well because of mental health issues. My hope is to become a special education teacher as well. Thank you for your work and your story.
11:09:09 From Taylor Crisp To Everyone:
   Reacted to "I dropped out of hig..." with ❤
11:09:10 From Stacy Dym To Everyone:
   Reacted to "I dropped out of hig..." with ❤
11:09:16 From Emily Fung (she/her) Open Doors To Everyone:
   Reacted to "I dropped out of hig..." with ❤
11:09:24 From Joe Cunningham To Everyone:
   Reacted to "I dropped out of hig..." with ❤
11:09:32 From Joe Cunningham To Everyone:
   Reacted to "We welcome you heart..." with ❤
11:09:51 From Stacy Dym To Everyone:
   Replying to "Yes, key is not to u...
   🎉
11:10:02 From Andrea Kadlec To Everyone:
   Reacted to "I dropped out of hig..." with ❤
11:10:48 From Tanika Aden (she/her) To Everyone:
   Reacted to "I dropped out of hig..." with ❤
11:11:06 From Taylor Crisp To Everyone:
   Replying to "I dropped out of hig..."
   You would make an awesome teacher. I believe in you and cheering you on! Your intelligence is absolutely mind blowing
11:11:32 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
   My speal eduction teacher from north kitsap in 11th and 12th grade always motivated us to do the work as she believed t that anybody who had a disability can be motivated to get things done she was not one for segregation or isolation
11:11:46 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
   Reacted to "I dropped out of hig..." with ❤
11:11:47 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
   Reacted to "I dropped out of hig..." with ❤
11:11:50 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
   Removed a ❤ reaction from "I dropped out of hig..."
11:11:51 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
   Reacted to "I dropped out of hig..." with ❤
11:11:54 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
   Reacted to "You would make an aw..." with ❤
11:11:56 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:
   Reacted to "You would make an aw..." with ❤
11:14:46 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
   Reacted to "You would make an aw..." with ❤
11:15:38 From Stephanie Sherman To Everyone:
   Reacted to "My speal eduction te..." with ❤
11:16:13 From Melinda Bocci To Diana Stadden(Privately):
   Hi Diana! I need to jump off now. Such important work and information! Thank you for having me. Have a great day!
11:16:40 From Diana Stadden To Melinda Bocci(Privately):
   Thank you!
11:16:51 From Melinda Bocci To Diana Stadden(Privately):
   Reacted to "Thank you!" with love
11:17:38 From Taylor Crisp To Everyone:
   Tania i am so grateful you're here! This is awesome, can you put a copy of this report in the chat
11:18:25 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Tania i am so gratef..." with thumbs_up
11:20:24 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
   What is OSPI doing to advocate for the Federal government to fully fund IDEA?
11:20:27 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:
   Tania, what disability in education issues do you think our legislators need the most education about?
11:20:45 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Tania, what disabili..." with love
11:20:49 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Tania i am so gratef..." with love
11:21:39 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
   Yes I agree
11:23:05 From Taylor Crisp To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Tania, what disabili..." with thumbs_up
11:25:06 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:
   Yes! The CEC promoted inclusion in the 40s!
11:25:08 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:
   Thank you.
11:25:20 From Taylor Crisp To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Thank you." with thumbs_up
11:25:20 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
   We do need that students with disabilities and students without disabilities all can learn from one another
11:25:30 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Thank you." with thumbs_up
11:25:56 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
   Reacted to "We do need that stud..." with love
11:29:03 From Taylor Crisp To Diana Stadden(Privately):
   Time check its 11:29 when would like me to interject although i am excited we have Tania here this is great info
11:29:24 From Diana Stadden To Taylor Crisp(Privately):
   Yes, we need to move on
11:29:32 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
   They still do
11:29:56 From Shawn Latham To Everyone:
   Thanks Tania, for sharing are there better ways to reach more rural and small district that as we heard a little bit today aren’t getting the train or services larger districts are given or at least having more training?
11:30:14 From Taylor Crisp To Diana Stadden(Privately):
   Ok i will interject here shortly
11:30:56 From Stacy Dym To Everyone:
   Folks - that amendment that added back in the Burden of Proof is very significant and should be supported! Simply put, it RESTORES reqt for school to FIRST PROVE that it is providing an appropriate program - rather than parents proving the program is not working without access to the classroom, the data, experts. keep an eye on this....
11:31:31 From Stacy Dym To Everyone:
   Also the timelines in 1305 are sorely needed. Currently takes too long for a child to be identified and get services. Moving from school days to calendar days is very significant.
11:31:39 From Taylor Crisp To Everyone:
   Time check its 11:31 we do need to move on and let Diana speak on updated bills of interest. Tania you are amazing this has been so helpful
11:31:49 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
North Kitsap as I hinted was very much inclusive to some degree with those with IDD though the high school had its issues

11:32:45 From Ramona Hattendorf To Everyone:
   thank you, Dr May!

11:32:52 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
   Thanks Tania

11:32:55 From Susan Lindsey To Everyone:
   Beautiful story! This is exactly why mom and her colleagues worked so hard 50+ years ago to write IDEA. The whole community benefits when special ed kids are included with their peers. My mom also cried when I told her that general ed classrooms have students with IEPs do not always have a para - she said "We never intended that to happen! We thought it was obvious!"

11:33:17 From Tania May To Everyone:
   My email is tania.may@k12.us, if you have any follow-up questions for me. Thank you!

11:34:30 From Taylor Crisp To Everyone:
   Reacted to "OSPI Special Ed Leg Updates_3.8.2023.docx" with 👍

11:34:44 From Tanika Aden (she/her) To Everyone:
   Reacted to "OSPI Special Ed Leg Updates_3.8.2023.docx" with 👍

11:35:23 From Taylor Crisp To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Beautiful story! Thi..." with ❤

11:36:16 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Beautiful story! Thi..." with ❤

11:36:53 From Taylor Crisp To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Folks - that amendme..." with ❤

11:39:16 From Diana Stadden To Everyone:
   Diana@arcwa.org

11:39:24 From Taylor Crisp To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Diana@arcwa.org" with 👍

11:40:01 From Eric Warwick (she/her) To Everyone:
   Thank you! ewarwick@arcofkingcounty.org

11:40:02 From Justin Maxwell To Everyone:
   Yes I agreed

11:40:07 From Cathy Murahashi To Everyone:
   Thank you!

11:40:17 From Patty Delgado To Everyone:
   Thank you!